SMILE. SUCCESSFUL EXPORTING IS A MATTER OF ATTITUDE.

Your business is open to the world, to exploring new routes and conquering new markets. But it is not alone in this adventure. To import and export your goods successfully you need everything working to the millimetre: a reliable, fast, flexible and professional transport and logistics service. At Grupo Ibertransit we are much more than an ordinary freight forwarder. We are your trusted comprehensive logistics and transport services operator. And of all those words, trust is the most important.

It hundreds of customers like you entrust us with their goods, dreams and projects, it is because they know they can count on us. They know that the goods will arrive at their destination on time without incident. They know who will be on the phone if they need advice. They know they can rest assured because they will be fully satisfied. Because professionalism is a matter of attitude. With Grupo Ibertransit, you can be assured that your company goes far. As far as you want.
FORWARDERS AND MUCH MORE

Every day there are thousands of carriers travelling the globe, thousands of itineraries and means of transport to choose. Our mission is to ensure that your goods travel in the safest hands by the quickest, most cost-effective and efficient route.

As freight forwarders, we are an essential link in the chain of international trade. But, at Grupo Ibertransit, we consider ourselves to be much more than a mere intermediary: we like to think we are true transport architects.

INTERNATIONAL TRANSPORT

We place at your disposal our extensive network of international freight forwarding agents in Europe, America and Asia to guarantee the best land, sea and air transport. We organize and coordinate all the operations necessary for transporting your goods from anywhere in the world to any destination. We always choose the most optimal means and routes for your particular case, taking the best care your goods and your pocket.

WE ADVISE YOU ON EVERYTHING AND WE HANDLE ALL THE PAPERWORK
- Customs procedures
- Documentary credits
- Certificates of origin
- Insurance contract
- Tax representation

IN ADDITION, WE MANAGE ALL KINDS OF SPECIAL TRANSPORT FOR WHEELED AND OVERSIZED CARGO, INCLUDING ALL PROCEDURES
- Permits
- Checking itineraries
- Hiring auxiliary resources (cranes, escorts, etc.)
Our 7 Commitments

This is what we at Grupo Ibertransit are like and this is what the service we guarantee is like at every one of our companies.

1. **IberReliable**
   
   Our incident rate is 0.001%. We guarantee a flawless logistics process and delivery because we always respect and honour our commitments.

2. **IberSpeed**
   
   You want it, you got it. We always respond with maximum speed and we guarantee the shortest possible transit time. If you ask us for a quote, you’ll get it in under an hour. And if you ship goods to Europe, you’ll see our ability to respond is fastest by far.

3. **IberFlexible**
   
   We don’t just adapt to your needs; if necessary, we anticipate them. We put ourselves in your shoes in order to prepare custom solutions. And if any unexpected events arise, we mobilize all our resources to provide you the most effective alternative in no time.
We offer the transport and logistics service with the best value for money on the market. Every euro you invest in us, we invest in efficiency, security and peace of mind. Your business will be better for it and your health too.

We assign a personal agent who will be looking after you throughout the transport or logistics operation. We don’t work with call centres or leave your goods in the hands of a machine. When you call us, you’ll be attended to by a professional with a name and a face who will give you his or her contact and mobile phone number so as to be located if you need. No other logistics operator is so committed.

Our team puts at your service more than 30 years of experience in the logistics sector. More than mere freight forwarders, we are advisors in international trade. We know everything there is to know about formalities, procedures, customs, packaging optimization and so on, and we put our expertise at your service. Ask us. We’ll be happy to help.

Our offers and quotes are crystal clear. No hidden extra costs, no small print. In a relationship of trust, ethics are fundamental.
AS FAR AS YOU WANT, AS CLOSE AS YOU NEED US

EXPERTS IN SEA AND AIR TRANSPORT

Grupo Ibertransit puts at your disposal Ibersea&air, our business division specializing in long-distance freight transport. A team of professionals with over 30 years of experience in sea and air transport, always available on the other end of the phone.

No matter how far you need to send your goods, we will always be very nearby, looking after everything. We master all routes, forms and procedures of the long-distance import-export circuit, and we put all our expertise at your service.
We negotiate directly with shipping companies for the safest and most economical freight of your goods. 30 years of experience in the field makes us the most reliable negotiators. Member of cargo alliances WWPC and SFN. We are experts in transport to America, the Far and Middle East.

CUSTOMS SERVICES
• We shorten the time by doing all the paperwork electronically via EDI.
• Import and export SADs.
• EADs.
• Health Certificates.
• Siviare.
• Cites.
• EUR-1.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
• Storage.
• Handling.
• Distribution.
• Insurance.

TRANSPORT SERVICES
• LCL shipment groupage.
• FCL containers.
• Chartering.
WE GIVE WINGS TO YOUR BUSINESS

AIR TRANSPORT

Some shipments cannot wait and some goods are more conveniently sent by air. As an IATA agent and member of the world’s leading air cargo alliances (WWPC and SFN), Grupo Ibertransit provides every guarantee in choosing and managing the most appropriate air transport. Your Ibersea&air personal adviser will find the best solution for you at the most competitive price.

TRANSPORT SERVICES
• Flights to the Far East and South America
• Charter Services
• Door-to-door Services
• Express Services

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
• Storage - Distribution
• Handling
• Insurance
• Customs

SPECIAL SERVICES

AIR TRANSPORT OF PERISHABLE GOODS
We transport your goods, whether refrigerated or frozen, to anywhere in the world in less than 48 hours, without breaking the cold chain and with full guarantees.

AIR TRANSPORT OF HAZARDOUS GOODS
For certain goods, regulations are complex and strict. We ensure that your shipment meets all conditions and complies with current regulations.

air transport of perishable goods
We transport your goods, whether refrigerated or frozen, to anywhere in the world in less than 48 hours, without breaking the cold chain and with full guarantees.

We transport your goods, whether refrigerated or frozen, to anywhere in the world in less than 48 hours, without breaking the cold chain and with full guarantees.
ROAD TO SUCCESS

INTERNATIONAL ROAD TRANSPORT

Punctual deliveries throughout Europe with full guarantees and maximum safety at a very competitive cost. Our extensive network of agents and collaborators guarantees maximum speed and flexibility. Check the status of your delivery at any time with our Web Tracking service for monitoring shipments online. And rest assured: as soon as your goods arrive at their destination, we will send you an email confirming it.
Need to ship small or medium-sized cargo frequently? Want to distribute your goods through the European Union, Eastern Europe, North Africa, Turkey and Iran at the lowest cost and with full guarantees? Want to schedule regular shipments? The groupage service fits you like a glove. Thanks to the large volume shipments we manage and our extensive network of trusted agents, your goods will be as safe as in a full container load, for a very attractive price.

- Daily availability.
- Network of forwarding agents throughout Europe.
- Booking service and large retail outlets.
- Express services.
- Webtracking.
- Arrival notice assistant.

The most cost-effective groupage

**Full Loads**

If you need a custom transport solution to anywhere in Europe, take advantage of our privileges and preferences on the widest fleet of vehicles. Import or export to any country of the European Union, Eastern Europe and North Africa with maximum fluidity, regularity, flexibility and security.

- Daily availability.
- Network of forwarding agents throughout Europe.
- Booking service and large retail outlets.
- Express services.
- Webtracking.
- Arrival notice assistant.

**Palletized Deliveries from 24h**

Take advantage of our simplified rates at pallet unit price and our speed, with deliveries from 24h. We specialize in the import and export of palletized freight for countries of the European Union, Eastern Europe, North Africa, Turkey and Iran.

- Standard and EUR-pallets.
- Prices by type and per unit.
- Pallet weight up to 1200 kg.
- Integrated Distribution Network.
- Regular schedules and impeccable punctuality.

**Your Trusted Express Service**

In life and in business there are things that cannot wait. Sometimes unusually fast transport is required, such as in automotive companies, producers of goods, industries working “just in time”... or simply companies that need to cover an unforeseen event. If you are in any of those situations, you know that you can count on the impeccable punctuality of the Iberland express delivery service.

With our express service you can rest easy: we assure a guaranteed transit time depending on the service and the destination. Our urgent transport departs daily from several Spanish and European cities.

**Express Transport Services**

- Urgent parcel service.
- Door-to-door transport with dedicated vehicles, without intermediate handling or transhipping.
- Availability of express transport 24 hours a day, every day of the year.

- 350, 900 or 1500-kg vans.
- Mini-TIR up to 3500 kg.
- Vehicles with two drivers so as not to waste a single minute.

**Integrated Logistics All-in-One Distribution and Storage**

Distribution and storage work together like a partnership. They are closely related and require perfect coordination. Why manage them separately? Make us your logistics department! Unify your domestic transport services, warehousing and distribution. You’ll gain in efficiency, you’ll cut costs and you’ll be fully satisfied with our professionalism and effectiveness.

**Integrado Logística**

• Demonstrable reduction of logistics costs.
• Better service for your customers.
• Global control of the distribution chain.

**WebTracking**

• Online stock control.
• Tracking operations.
KEY GROUPAGE DESTINATIONS

Germany
Departures every day. The fastest and most reliable groupage service on the market.

France
Daily departures to Paris, Lyon and Toulouse. Transit time from 24h. Express service.

Italy
Regular departures to Milan, Florence, Rome, Bari, Pescara. Transit time from 24h.

Switzerland
Departures every Tuesday and Friday. Import service with a transit time of three days in door-to-door service.

Greece
Departures every Tuesday and Friday, with a transit time of 5 or 6 days door-to-door.

United Kingdom
Regular departures to Birmingham, London and Manchester. Departures every Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. Guaranteed transit time of 48/96 h. Daily service.

Ireland
Departures every Tuesday and Thursday with a transit time of 4 to 5 days in door-to-door service.

ALL COUNTRIES WITH GROUPAGE ROUTES
Germany, Austria, Benelux, Belarus, Bulgaria, Croatia, Denmark, Slovakia, Finland, France, Greece, Hungary, Iran, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Morocco, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Czech Republic, United Kingdom, Romania, Russia, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey.
PERFECT FOR SHORT DISTANCES

SPANISH MAINLAND AND ISLAND ROAD TRANSPORT

No matter how far away you are or how far your goods are travelling, your personal Iberland agent will always be very close at hand to accompany and advise you at every stage of the operation. And if we are committed to a close and accessible attitude for international transport, it goes without saying for shipments nationwide! Iberland provides the most responsive, most flexible, fastest and safest transport of goods in the Iberian Peninsula, Balearic and Canary Islands. As always, we adapt transit times to your delivery needs. Check the status of your delivery at any time with our Web Tracking service for monitoring shipments online. And rest assured: as soon as your goods arrive at their destination, we will send you an email confirming it.

TRANSPORT SERVICES

- Mainland industrial load. 24/96 hour service.
- Short-haul distribution. 24 hour service.
- Delivery management in large retail outlets.

Iberland
EXCELLENCE MOVES THE WORLD
WE HELP YOU SIMPLIFY THE COMPLEX

LOGISTICS OF LARGE PROJECTS AND SPECIAL TRANSPORT

At Grupo Ibertransit, we are experts in simplifying what is complex. No transport project, however ambitious it may be, is too big for us. We are your trusted operator if you need to move an entire production line, move heavy machinery, display large items at a trade fair, move vehicles or oversized goods, etc. We have successfully and efficiently moved entire mining plants, whole factories, wind turbines and public works and construction machinery. We draw up a plan designed for each case, combining the ideal means of transport by land, sea and air. Our 30 years of experience in managing complex and oversized shipments, together with our extensive network of international agents, will guarantee the success of any major logistical operation.

FULL MANAGEMENT TO DESTINATION
We take care of everything: permits, hiring special equipment, cranes, escort vehicles, etc. We personally check and supervise loading, we prepare the load to arrive at its destination in optimal conditions and we sort out all the paperwork to make sure it arrives on time and in perfect condition.

WE ARE EXPERTS IN
• Feasibility study
• Door-to-door transport from factory
• Customs procedures
• Permission management
• Hiring special equipment, escort and pilot cars
• Technical support
• Personal supervision
• Oversized cargo
• Wheeled cargo
• Heavy machinery
OUR WAREHOUSE: THE DNA OF CONTROL

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICE OF DEDICATED LOGISTICS AND DISTRIBUTION

The warehouse is the heart of any supply chain, the most delicate and important part of your distribution process. Our warehouse receives and dispatches your goods in a steady stream, keeping them in optimal conditions and handling, selecting, assigning and preparing them to reach their final destination. Is it cost-effective for you to build and maintain a modern warehouse and equip it with the technology required of logistics today? At Iberlogistika we propose a much more practical, efficient and economical solution: outsourcing. We provide you with the most advanced facilities with the best warehousing, logistics and distribution services.
WE OPTIMIZE THE LOGISTICS PROCESS OF YOUR COMPANY

SAVE MONEY
Outsourcing your warehouse will significantly reduce your costs. Sharing space, labor, equipment and transport works out much cheaper.

SAVE WORK
Forget building and setting up your own warehouse, equipping it with the necessary technology, recruiting and training staff, passing inspections, etc. Leave all that in our hands and focus on optimizing your business.

SERVE YOUR CUSTOMERS BETTER
Take advantage of the technology in our facilities and the experience of our team to ensure your customers faster and more punctual management.

REST ASSURED
Our warehouses are equipped with high-security systems, video surveillance and night security guards.

CHECK EVERYTHING
Our advanced Warehouse Management Software keeps you abreast of everything from any device. Check in real-time the stock and status of your goods: stock by pallets, boxes, units, families, subfamilies, batches, expiry dates, returns, etc.

ENSURE YOUR SATISFACTION
Iberlogística is ISO 9001:2008 certified, which guarantees you the highest quality in the management and provision of logistics and transport services. Audit verified by Bureau Veritas.

YOUR TRUSTED LOGISTICS OPERATOR.
LOOK AT EVERYTHING WE CAN DO FOR YOU
• We receive your goods
• We check the condition of your products
• We manage your stock with SGA software, which you can always access for real-time checking
• We prepare your orders
• We label and package
• We distribute to your national and international customers

ADDITIONAL LOGISTICS SERVICES
• Cross Docking
• Classification of goods and families
• Picking and Packing
• Handling food products
• Labelling, packaging, strapping and wrapping
• Stock and supply-chain management
• Local, national and international distribution
• Reverse logistics

REGULAR LOGISTICS SERVICES
• Medium and long-stay storage
• Acceptance, control and verification of goods
• Leading and unloading containers

reSt aSSured
Our warehouses are equipped with high-security systems, video surveillance and night security guards.

check everything
Our advanced Warehouse Management Software keeps you abreast of everything from any device. Check in real-time the stock and status of your goods: stock by pallets, boxes, units, families, subfamilies, batches, expiry dates, returns, etc.

enSure your SatIsfaction
Iberlogística is ISO 9001:2008 certified, which guarantees you the highest quality in the management and provision of logistics and transport services. Audit verified by Bureau Veritas.
WORRY-FREE CUSTOMS

WE OPERATE AS A CUSTOMS WAREHOUSE TO SIMPLIFY YOUR WORK

Our facilities are authorized to operate as a Customs Warehouse in all its forms: Public Customs Warehouse (DAP), Private Customs Warehouse (DDA), Temporary Storage Premises (ADT) and Licensed Premises for Export Goods (LAME). All this, of course, with the approval of the Revenue and Customs Authorities. You will not find a more complete import, export and logistics service.

CERTIFICATES AND ASSOCIATIONS

Grupo Ibertransit is a member of the main international transport associations. It is endorsed by Spanish institutions and has successfully passed the most stringent quality certificates.